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The body of a baby boy was found
by some ehildren last Friday nigh In
an old toilet. The children were playing
about the building and noticed the little
body in the vault. ' Undersherlff Peterson was notified and secured the body
and brought it to a physician for investigation. , The physician announted
that it was not a fully formed child. Up
to this time the officers have not bfea
able tb obtain information which will
point to the parties responsible for the
unlawful disposal of the little body.
This is the second affair of the kind
that has come to the attention Of the
officers within the past few weeks. The
body of a child was found ia an alley a
short time ago. Who the mother of the
child was, has not been learned, but the
evidence pointed that the birth was
bronght about by operation.
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A suit for $35,000 damages,
lICTOul
actual and exemplary, has been
HanT.
filed against Mayor A.
net of this city by. Margaret VOTERS
QIT II
it fj::xt
.
Hoffman, formerly a waitress ai
TOSv.TCdTCF MEr- The com
the Harvey house.
cf
alleging an assault
plaint
c::ii cfua
CF
CC"2!7!!3 - C.;:J
in
The assault is claimed bv the
John Brentarl with the Marine
Word comes from the country
in
Franee writes that hit battalion has
plaintiff to have taken place
that the splenid ticket nom
c:
moved about a great deal. "We took a
on the 20th day of inated by the Republicans of
this
city
-t
trip to a hot sector of Franee, and also
fi n t"""
June.
this county is meeting with the
took a hand in what the Marines are
Admin-- :
The ptaintiff is represented by hearty approv 1 of the voters of Edwin C. Trefe, of theat food
Edward Doonan wu shot and wrioua-l- y doing and are still doing. No doubt yon
the Kitchen
iatration Bureau spoke
Moore and Harris, a well known the outlaying precincts, and this
wounded at his trading j store at read of the big show we put on, and
opera house on Monday night. It was
business
how
real
did
is
we
(he
job. It
law firm of El Paso, Tex., and ticket promises to be one of toe to.be deplored that every man in tho
Pueblo Bonito Sunday night at about
and no joke, it takes real men to do
the complaint was filed the latter most heavily supported of any city did not hear him.
nine o'clock. There is reason to believe
this little job. I am going to say we
said in part: "Do you
did
the
Indian
shooting.
ever nominated in MeKinley Mr. Trofr when
a
part of last week.
that Navajo
sure started something and from all aprealize
that
you were having your
The complaint, which is quite county.
Mr. Doonan beard somo one calling pearance we are going to finish tht
wheatless and meatless days, that yon
The exceptionally good record saved millions of pounds of wheat, and
lengthy, alleges that on the 20th
in front of hia hoaie, which is near the Germans. Germans call us the "American Devil Dogs" and the French call
and
Hoffman
see
what
door
June,
to
made
the
went
to
Margaret
store. He
by the county administra- of other foods as well, aU of wmcn
us the "Millionaire soldiers." Say, can
The Childs Wellfare commit two
the
Har
at
near
man
in
employed
the matter of economy and were transported across the water by
tion
a
and
girls
standing
was wanted
you imagine me a mule skinnerf Well, tee examined sixty children and
This sugar
vey house, were invited to vgo low taxation has won to the Re- English and other ships. tho
the fence fired a shot which struck that's what I am now and picture me four were found
of
necessitated
fact that
is
by
saving
perfect;
one,
Hand
for an auto ride with Mr.
Doonan in the right shoulder. He
publican party the majority of gome of our ships transporting sugar
sitting on an ammunition wagon pushwas
ot
them
the
down
grandson
juage
back into the room and took
ing on the lines trying to get' somenet, and two other gentlemen, the tax payers and they assure were sunk and to moke up that shortage
hia rifle and fired at the man, but evi- where. My job is to go to the front and Mrs. J. RaMcFie, who with that after a short ride, they the
Republican candidates that we must adhere to the two pound ration
would-blines, and we work during the lute aft- his mother, Mrs. Lawrence Lac- went to
dently did not hit him. The
in order
of
home
a
the
prominent
they desire to continue in pow- of sugar per month perto person,
murderer fired several more shots, one ernoon and night. This is some more
was visiting man
for
of
have
be
mav
able
Albuquerque
wa
sugar
key,
that
of this city and danced for er the party that has given such
of which glanced from tho wall of the camouflage, everything ia camouflage, here. Little Miss
and France,
Ket
and
for
our
England
Dorothy
army
a time. Beer and liquor were good administration.
room and struck Doonan 's daughter, in- even the chow and coffee. I can't go
who have had very meager rations or
ner passed almost perfect, being
in
and the plaintiff
flicting a fle9h wound. Doonan stand- far into the secret of military life in reAs to what the people of the sugar. We no doubt will be asked to
brought
ing in the light of the lamp made a gard to food. Still ours is much better a little under weight.
claims she was induced to drink county could expect should a do practically without beet this win
'
do- - than we
good mark, while the man who was
expected. Tho Huns we capsome of the liquor, by the de- Democrat
be ter in order to furnish minions ot
administration
Les Miserables, the most meloing the shooting outside was in the tured in July all had new uniforms and
first elected they have only to review pounds for across the sea, where it is
dark and Mr. Doonan could not see well were togged up for a parade. Two dramatic of all Victor Hugo's fendant, although she at
feed our alicJ armies. A
refused. She alleges that not the acts of the Democrat town needed to
weeks later we went over the top and
enough to get in a telling shot.
been
has
can
picturized
melodramas,
fight without a great many
The Indian, for Doonan is
positive caught some Huns asleep, but I can't
used to intoxicants she administration which has been
being
not without food.
but
Wm.
Fox
things,
with
by William
that it was a Navajo, left immediately say any more about it.
in this
on
while
and
drunk
became
there
as
though
"England has been several times
after the shooting. Doonon was sent to
I am anxious to go forward, hard as
playing the role of the im- condition the alleged assault spending money the
has
and
food
of
a
shortage,
the
no
limit
verge
was
to
treasury.
for treatment for hia it is. Without the help and good will mortal Jean Valjean and will be
Albuquerque
in the civilian life
The town 'administration came dono nobly in denial be
wounds and the last report was that he of those at home, we could not go. for shown at' the Rex theatre on took place.
properly fed.
the
that
might
army
Miss Hoffman' alleges that la into power with a full treasury
is still living, although seriously in- ward, and we tiro proud of the home
tho heavy
done
So
have
soldiers
extraordinary ter the defendant tried to pacify
English
Wednesdiy.
folks.
jured..
of dollars,' they have
and are.
thousands
instances,
in
Remany
Board
of
National
fightnig
ITndernberif f Peterson and Deputy G.
Flowers are in bloom, red. and white did the
n
in an hysterical collected thousands more and it holding the battle line in thirty-sas
was
her
she
P. Brook were notified Monday morn- roses and sweetpeas and nome flower view of Motion pictures consider
tho
of
a
was
differenthe
nlncpH
parts
her
in
told
and
condition
noth
and
all
is nearly
expended
ing of the attempted murder and left I don't know. We get fruit ami to this photodrama that a Special
knws
After some ing to show for it, and they world. The English soldier never be
at once for the scene of the crime. Hupt. boc.co. and had a nlum duniuline for report highly commending it rich. sii.ErIe.man.
''.'9
and fights until
is
he
whipped,
the plaintiff and the want the taxes raised . so as
from Crown Point went ahead dinner. Can you beat it f Candy, v.
argument
tho
of
million
Four
foe.
his
was issued. "Les Miserablesis ... n
vanguihed
v. mJo wAvh, foban Vinmp
and arrived at Pueblo Bonita feveral dim 't (ret. No pay day Uitflv. The lie
i
target- - their hands- n mere- morn EBgl5sl"'woWeV,,n"e: doing' men's Work
ffrv""
'
'r.aam Mot.' rheVounty offteeM 'rrticri- Crots or I, M. I . A. sometimes give i
:ho the Harvey house.
ey to spend foolishly. The vo- on the farm, and in the factory ajid in
the irreat book ' wrote the Na
cd the place. Mr. Btaehe'r nal begun a a bar of chocolate.
is
as
hat
Hoffman
Miss
alleges
ters ot this county know when the munition factories. England
careful investigation of the affair mid
We sure use lota of ammunition.
tional Board "and is a fine ex
win
to
sacrifice
possible
a r&sult of the affair she was they are well off and they will, making every
had considerable information for the
Egards to nil friends.
ample of the justice the motion
the war. The Canadians, the New Zeaa
'in
and
arrived.
in
when
health
BRENTARl.
another
officers
JOHN
vote
1h'y
Repubin
as usual,
hecounty
impaired
land?, and Australians lire doing
picture can render the classics.
so far
Tho information
gathered
condition. Her friends lican
administration.
and winning
They
in
this
work
war,
roic
Wm.
ot
The Jean Valjean
is the
points to a certain Navajo who
her depressed condition want no such an administration glory.
in
"snmewliero
Frank ' Brown,
is a wonderful creative ef noticing
owner of a rifle of the same caliber as
has written to his 'mother,
and when told for the county as the town has "l'ooi", bleeding France, with her
France,"
head inquired about it
the one used by M. Doonan 's assailant. thit h is
well seasoned to fort." Under the separate
cities nml villages laid waste by tho
becoming
were highly to bear up under.
affair
tha
ot
man
alleged
Indian police are looking for this
to tho' constant noise of the ings of educational value, enterGerman vandals, with one million sis
warfare,
and his arrest is expected at any time.
the mud. ments value, historical value, indigant.
hundred thousand of her noblo men
to
bij, guns, to shells and
believThe store at Pueblo Bonita is
Reports of the feeling of these
Frank is making good in his work, moral effect, technical handling,
Every day the campaign prog dead, and the city of Verdun, once a
ed to bo just over the line in. San Juan and Iiuh been
the complaint, resses shows J. H. McCamant, beautiful place, now a battle ground, a
states
carrier.
made
friends,
dispatch
word
summed
etc. the National board
oounty, but as it was easier to get
current and the com-- ! the Republican candidate for burial place. In one plnce in Verdun
to the officers at Gallup, the informait all up in the word 'Excellent' became
thousand old men all
alleges that the sheriff, to be gaining strength. lie twenty-sifurther
plaint
tion was sent here by way of Thoreau.
The Republican state ticket is
who
died defending the road
over
sixty,
The attempt, to kill Mr. Doonan has
defendant used his influence to The people find him to leall
a
acclaimed
the
Germans, and held it.
it
is
a
TO
ITTEKD
winner,
against
very
in
the
REBCEOED
aroused eonsidorablo
feeling
secure the discharge of the Man, and the right man for the France is fighting for her very life, and
orstrong ticket all over the state
neighborhood and white people are
plaintiff and that she was dis- the nlace and there is no ques will carry the scars of this war for hunganizing to protect themselves from and the candidates are all well
charged and forced to leave town. tion but that he will be accorded dreds of years. A thousand orchards
murderous Navajos.
known men, able to give the peodeShe was given no explanation at a splendid majority. He is well in the valley of the Somme were
The
MeKinley County is to have a
Germans.
the
Mrs. Palmer Ketner will at-- ple efficient administration.
stroyed by
on the time of her discharge. ,
acquainted all over the county,
Mr. Trefts warned the people of Amtend, the Eastern Star state Democrats are not at all satisfied large stock growers meeting
defendant
the
that
cattle
alleges
Sevstock
a
man,
big
having
14.
and especially the women, about
is
Oct.
erica,
meeting at.Tucuracari on. Oct with all of their nominations and Monday evening.
was called "Omar'' several times interests-- in the. county, and is listening to any ;'sob stuff" from tho
be
will
18 and 19; Mrs.. Ketner is an wish that they had the chance eral prominent speakers
women to the American womon various by his friends.
exceptionally well fitted to 'fill Oerman
officer of the Grand lodge being to do it over airain, for their here and will talk
now that Uermaliy is getting tho
"Plainen,
states:
The
he
complaint
aspires.
the office to which
re- phases, of the live stock business.
worst of it, as they will send over hero
corresponding secretary. Mrs. ticket is falling flat and they
assault upon
the
that
tiff
says
B.
r.
Senator
them
is
Macedonian cry to tho women hero
down
the
alize
atare
Among
that
wflf
going
Raton
and
visitthey
Ketner
Mrs. J. H. Till has been
go
was a violation of her legal
her
for their armies. ' When this
for
of
cattleman
a
Lamy,
mercy
Pankey,
ilEllis
Mr.
Mrs.
tend the State Federation of to defeat.
her
was
assault
-the
parents,
;
ing
-rights, that
cry comes, remember the American boya
v ',:',
N. M.
has dying every day, the more than four
Womens Clubs, M. 28 ' to 25.
and
at
Gibson,
and
Winders,
criminal,
inhuman
Lieut. Palmer Ketner writes
The speakers are all success legal,
dis- just left for Mississippi where million men of the Allies who have been
Gallup will be well represented
finand will have agreat that she has been so greatly
has
he
stockmen
his
to
ful
that
parents
thousand young
its
best
one
community
of
by
humiliated and her Mr. Till will be employed in the slaughtered, the nine France
taken to
ished training school and was to deal to say of interest for our tressed and
women of northern
is
an
Mrs.
Ketner
and
as
workers,
been impaired be- ship building yard. Mr.
has
health
children
the
ittle
worse
in
in
this
than
vacation
a
two
slavery,
weeks
county.
have
stockmen
a.
earnest Red Cross worker, also
the shock and that she Mrs. Till have been livng in Wil- mutilated for life, the men crucified.
cause
of
to
of
sent
a
He
All
requested
are
piece
earnestly
in civic work and lodge work, large city.
has been so nervous at times that liams, Ariz., and Mr. Till joined He said we must stay in this war until
souvenir from be present. Supper will be
as
German
money
in
instrumental
organand was
here before they left Germany is crushed completely. Ho
the Harvey house at 6 she is almost hysterical and she his wife
at
over
there.
this
of
Pioneer
Soceity
was employ- said he talked to many German prisonizing the
which the speakers has to work for a living, and that for the south. He
after
P.
M.,
ers, and they all believe Germany will
the
in
form
to
first
county, the
- Ford
her
capacity has been ed some time ago by the firm for Win. The visitors to these prisons are
car.
earning
All
those
For
Sale
come.
desiring
touring
will
'
state.
which he will now work as a put on their honor to make no retort ia
V
reserved at the table impaired; that the conduct of the
Inquire of P. V. Ritter.
places
foreman. Mrs. Till will have a answer to the insults of the prisoners,
A poor excuse is better than
E. Taylor, the County defendant in getting her dis
J.
notify.
un place in the timekeepers office. thai the Germans take this opportunity
Joe Camille a well known little
none and the Democrats excuse
and he will arrange for charged was malicious and
to call them vile names, and to tell of
Agent,
of
condition
for the depressed
messenger boy of the Western
Demorcratic leaders Belgian and French women they havo
warranted, and that she has not
the town treasury; is "thatev- - Union teleeraoh service was you. The charge will be $1 per been able to get another position When the
traded decency for votes in the ravished.
erythintf costs so much these
tnat
sent to California on Wednesday plate
Mr. Trefe' speech would rouse all tho
frail
says
as
plaintiff
desirable,
a
of
is
is
certainly
and
of
this
kind,
A
spring election they got the vodays"
meeting
arblood in an American and make him
He
ili.
such
red
a
entitle
her
not
been
he
stated
was
herein
as
has
facts
had
wish
seriously
one. . There
they
tes, but now they
great importance to the stock- the
of
resolve to make every sacrifice to win
cost
the
in
increase
Los
the
defendant
rived
at
Angels.
safely
great
left the town ordinances alone,
men and has been badly needed to recover against
commodities since last May when
dam that regulated the liquor traffic. the war.
been
has
she
actually
and
stockman's
The
time.
were
some
'
the Democrat candidates
The work of putting a new exterior for
The
promises to the
the people of the town on the MeKinley County bank build- problems will be discussed and aged in the sum of $26,000.
This countv will be well re
Kromising
and sworn to by
Instead of lower-i'n- y ing is well under way. The entire
of Gallup had to be
him
men
Signed
to
saloon
made
'effort'
help
every
presented in the next legislature,
Hoffman.
backfirm as nromiaed. the town building is enclosed by scaffolding.
took
a
town
Margaret
the
and
them.
solve
kept
Share Hanson and Edward Tam- administration has beeh begging
and
lid
was
lifted
this
the
is
that
ward
The
comglaint
step,
this
.primarreport
While
meeting
ony, Republican candidates for
the state tax commission io ai
There are a number of eases of
voters
be
are
will
who
going
decent
about
been
thinking
stockmen
filed
has
for
,
the office will make excellent
had been
ily
low them to raise the taxes.
in the city and people are
ticket
. Republican
vote
the
to
peonumbers,
for
any
the
here in'large
warned to begin treating
representatives. They will be
town for several days and has
practically
The Democrats
a
as
result
interested
fall
this
are
who
once.
disease
of
'.at
Gallup
found at the state ctpitol work
,V
ple
comment,
caused considerable
conceding the election of David
all
are
business
stock
live
of
the
in
best interests of U.:s
County
Garcia to the office
Prank Woods of Aztec, was ing for the
&nd trip hoped by the f riends of
Mis. Edward Hart,- who has
DaCounty
are
toUS:.
wondering
invite
tressurnr,
Kiljdly
her danakttt, Mrs.. A. W. Han
( en , route county.
he' will be in' the city tBitf?
he defendant
vid wilt tkeathe ofliceU DavW iiitiain tee
knowaoonirCSsiWe.
Agentf
heme
A
Mr'.
'7c
Texza here he wm mvv
will b rfibtjOn the job titer i,a mot,:
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The American bombardment of the IMPARTIAL RUSTICS 13 PRIC3 f
fortress of Meti is. getting on the
PIACI, BXOLARra PRXSI-- "
Well?
nerves of the German people),
en tLst tnciy eon, lm&uy It st i
I
DINT IN NIW YCXK.
BVINTt.
A panto prevailed on the EerUn
set:- -, then
eorn 3
took exchange as the result of events
ro
lJCyi
in Bulgaria, according to a dispatch
from The Hague.
TO SELEflGE UHiVE
OF
Secretary of War Baker while In
London Monday participated in an important military conference with
VITAL IMUIt OP WAR STATED
KIKPINO THI RIAOIR POSTK9 American military leaden.
Y IXICUTIVI IN FOURTH
Leon Trotsky, Bolshevik war minON MOST IMPORTANT
ister, Is reported to have been shot
LIRIRTV LOAN PERCH.
CURRENT TOPIC.
v
In the shoulder. recently at Briansk.
His. wound Is not serious. The assail
tWW HWIWHf UISS WtlWIWi
WMUra Newspaper Unloi News Service.
ant was arrested.
About the War
now
hour
that
ar
the
has
Declaring
The Yankeeg downed sixty airplanes rived to speak plainly, Vorwaerts says
PCAOB TBSUIS 1JT SAW.
anil demolUhed two troop trains.
the Impartial Justice meted
the question no longer Is one of con outFirst
must Involve
se discrimination
la Belgium the Belgians and British quest, but of attaining peace in an or--1 between
those to whom we wish to
be
to whom we do
Just
and
kava driven forward and taken
and
those
without
unbearable
derly way
Try Freesons! Tonr druggist sens a
not wish to be Just It must be a
burdens.
Juetloe that plays no favorites and
tiny bottle lor a few cents, sufficient to
knows no standard but the equal
Vice Admiral von Mann has been
rid your feet of every hard eon, soft
Austrians
withdrawing
reported
rights of the several peoples concorn, or corn Between the tost, and
cerned.
troops from Albania, because of Bui- designated to succeed Vice Admiral
'
calluses, without one particle of pain.
von Capelle as secretary of the navy.
8eeond, no special or separate Ingarian rout
terest of any single nation or any
soreness or irritation. Freesone Is the
A Turkish force of 10,000 men has according to the Cologne Volks Zelt- group of nations can be made the
discovery of a noted Cincinnati genius.
basis of any part of the settlement
surrendered to the British in Pales- ung. Von Mann now is at the head of
which Is not consistent with the
the
section.
anofficial
to
an
common
tine, according
Interests of all.
Marines Want Luck.
Third, there can be no leagues or
nouncement.
peace demonstrations alliances
Instead of "tossing their hats In the
or special covenants and
The Sixty-thirnaval division has in Sofia assumed a serious character
understandings with the
ring" the United States marines now
and common family of the general
leagne
reached the southern outskirts of the past week, disturbances having
toss 'em in the water.
'
of nations.
Cambral.
The Canadians are in the taken place even opposite the royal
Fourth, and more speolfloaUy.
hats In the ocean for
their
Tossing
there can be no special, selfish ecoto Information
palace, according
outskirts on the northwest.
luck was adopted as one of the ma
nomic combinations
wlthla the
rine customs when a gust of wind
league and no employment of any
In their attack Saturday between reaching Zurich.
form
of
economic
or
excluThe Americans have broken through sion except as theboycott of ecosnatched the chapeau of a recruit
Ypres and Dixmude the Belgians made
power
nomic penalty "by esolualon from
while he was crossing the bay off
an advance of more than three and a the subsidiary defenses behind the
the markets of the world may be
Paris Island, S. C, the marines' train
front
Hlndenburg line on the
half miles, taking 4,000 prisoners.
in
vested
the league of nations Itself as a means;
of dlaolpllns and
ing camp. The "lid" sailed gracefully
British casualties reported for the between Dannevouz and Eclisfontalne,
control.
out into space and was soon bobbing
week ending Sept 28 follows: Officers northwest of Verdun, according to
Fifth, all International agreements'
and treaties of every kind must be
dispatches received in Lonmerrily on the dancing waves.
killed or died of wounds, 432; men,
made known la their entirety to
don.
Taking the accident as a cue, "Just
the rest of the world.
1,936; officers wounded or missing,
(or luck," the remainder of the recruits
An armistice has been concluded
04; men, 19,757.
New York. The prise of pesos will Immediately sailed their hats out Into
Gouraud's French forces captured between the allies and Bulgaria onhe
allies'
terms
own
The
the
announceImpartial justice to all nations, the the deep and the bay was soon dotted
Fort Malmaison, key to Laon, and imment was made officially Monday. instrumentality Indispensable to se- with hundreds of straw hats.
of
Fall
portant position
Chavignon.
cure
is a league of nations formed
of Laon probably would mean retreat Bulgaria Is definitely out of the war not it
V
Improved Tastes.
before or after, but at the peace
and Turkey, virtually cut off from
of Huns to German border.
"Then we're engagedr
communication with her allies and her conference; and Germany as a mem"Of course."
Belgians led by King Albert, and armies in Palestine almost annihilat- ber "will have to redeem her charao-te- r
aided by British sea forces, crashed
"And am I the first girl yon nave
not by what happens at the peaee
ed, likely soon will be forced to sue
ever loved?
through Hun defenses north of Ypres for a cessation of hostilities against table, but by what follows.'' This
to the coast captured Passchendaele her.
"No, dear, but I'm harder to suit
nwMent Wilson's answer,
now than I used to be." Louisville
ridge and many important towns.
before
an
aadlonoe
of
night
iTiday
'
Sporting Kewi
American troops boys from New
Fourth Liberty Loan workers here to Courier-JournI am perfectly willing to go over the recent
York, Tennessee and North and South
peaoe talk from the central
Dont worry; It won't last nothing
Carolina were in the thick of the fray seas as a membsr of an International powers, although he did not refer spe''
the boxing tournament if the government cifically to the utterances of enemy does.
Sunday which badly smashed
German positions over a front of more will sanction such an enterprise," de leaders.
It is better to bp believer than a
'
than fifty miles, from the region of clared Jess Wlllard in Denver.
Shortly before the President started
last
of
The
world
echo
series
of
king.
the
Arras to La Fere.
speaking, news of the further
1918 sounded in New York for the ceases of American, British and
Fighting is going on in Cambral Giants. The echo long swatted by the Frenoh
offensives on the western
The northeastern, western and south McGraw men
spelled, If one listened front reached the meeting at the Met
CMkKk?'
western suburbs have been captured
and they all listened Just that ropolitan opera house, and this gave
and the town probably will be cleared closely,
way, $331.60 as each man's share of dramatlo point to Mr. Wilson's perora
np shortly. Half of the Chemin des the world's series
Net Contett lSTMOEgjr
money,
tion that "peace drives can be effects
Dames, from which the enemy is reLee
the Cincinnati inflelder. ively neutralised and silenced only by
Magee,
has
been
tiring,
captured by the has
beenaccegted J7 the vwm. C. A. showing that every victory of the na--f
French.
"
or
service and soon will "Uons "associated against"" pmrmini
French, British and American and leave for France. Magee will assist brings the nations nearer the sort of
Belgian troops In three days captured Johnny Evers In the
proposition to or-- Pee which will bring security and
40,000 prisoners and 300 guns, it is estwo ball clubs over there for a reassurance to all peoples and make
ganlse
timated at Paris. Since July 18 the al- tour of the convalescent
the recurrence of another such strug- camps.
lies have captured 200,000 prisoners,
gle of pitiless forces and bloodshed
3,000 guns, 20,000 machine' guns and
At least 85,000 persons are ill from else ean."
enormous quantities of material. This
does not take into account the opera- Spanish lnfluensa in Massachusetts
"We are all agreed," he said, "that
kV4otMe1rantktSthiand the death list Is growing.
tions In Macedonia and Palestine.
there can be no peace obtained by
Friedrlch
von
German
imperPayer,
any kind of bargain or compromise
Viewing the situation in all Its astingtheStoasaodJcweal
ial vice chancellor, has resigned, ac- with the governments of the central
pects the success of the great offento
an
Amsterdam
cording
have
dispatch.
we
dealt
with
because
empires,
sive in Belgium and France; the blotChancellor von Hertllng and For them already and have seen them
ting out of the war zone in the Bal
tteretyFromotlnt "Js"Tsl
kans; the cutting off of the Turks eign Secretary von Hintze have ten- deal with other: governments that
ChecffulncssMKlIwaI
intercourse with Germany and dered their resignations to the em- were parties to this struggle, at
, from
eWs OplmTi,MoriBW
and Bucharest. They have
Austro-Hungarexcept by the long peror.
MlneraLKOTNAHOOT,
route through the Caucasus and south(urtoik it a baxmleM
That Turkey has demanded money convinced us that they are without
ern Russia, and the steady gains that from Germany, threatening to break honor and do not mtend JuMlce- and Soothing Syrups. It Is pleasant It contains neither Opium.
are being made by the allies In mak- relations If it is not forthcoming wu observe no covenants, accept no prin- Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee.
ciple but force and their own InFor more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the
ing Rtissia once more a factor In the reported at Geneva,
terest"
struggle the darkest days of the war
relief of Constipation. Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
With three great major offensives
Flvs . thousand persons who filled
seemingly are faced by the
beforward
allaying Feverishness arising therefrom, and by regulating the
driving
simultaneously
the Metropolitan opera house to catween Verdun and the North sea and
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving;
minthe
President.
Flvs
heard
the German military framework in pacity
Western
healthy and natural sleep. The Children's Panacea--T- ha
utes before his arrival a guard of sol
The following Americans appear in Bulgaria tottering toward complete diers, sailors and marinas seated at
i fc.Wf tfaaedVftf
v'' Mother's Friend.
the overseas casualty list: Wounded: collapse, stood out sharply to military , the n
of yj, piatform wen, sud- Constipation and Dl1"1
C. K. Jones, Buckingham, Colo.; F. observers at Washington as one of the denly ordered to attention.
MdWveiwwraThey
most dramatic of the whole war.
Brown, Grand Forks, N. D.
arose with a smart click of rifles, the
Mmlnglbrefrctt-intoDoctor N. Poon Chew, editor of a
The Bulgarian delegates who are to national colors were advanced, and
iBears tho Signature of
San Francisco Chinese dally news- discuss armistice and probable peace the great audience became silent unliateSi4nstjset
his
son, arrangements with the allied govern- til the President, without other warnpaper, has received word that
Edward C. Chew, had been commis- ments arrived at Salonlki Saturday.
ing of his coming, walked on the
sioned a second lieutenant In the artThe victory of the American army stage, escorted by Benjamin Strong,
reserve bank
in France has evoked
illery at Fortress Monroe, Va.
tributes, pot governor of the federal a
tremendous
York.
New
Then
of
British
from
the
and
French cor
only
Washington
burst of cheering broke loose, which
Arizona registered 52,870 men on respondents, with the American army
caused the President, after taking his
September 12, according to official re- but from all the English papers.
seat, to rise three times in acknowlThe state's estimate was
ports.
Womens' food clubs are being cre edgement.
49,592.
ated throughout Alaska undsr the, suTho Kind You Have Always Deught
Mr. Strong read to, the audience n
Exact Copy of Wrappsc,
Marshal Foch is fighting five battles pervision of Mrs. Agneg Swineford
of lato reports showing
TWOMTAUWOOMAMV. MBWVOWKOtTV.
summary
a Shattuck, director of the home eco American
simultaneously and successfully
troops' advances during the.
feat unparalleled in the history of nomics division. Sitka, Fairbanks and
;
day In France.
war.
Eduoatlonnl.
8aw Trouble Ahead.
Juneau now have clubs.
"Our boys in France do not learn
The impending collapse of Bulgaria,
It was Robert's first day at school
"Young lady," severely began the
when to stop fighting," he
Woman Want
readily
2,000
will
be
pickers
Approximately
General March said, Is a direct result
gent, addressing Daphne and because he was very mischievous
added. "That is the spirit in which horse-face- d
to
this
cranharvest
the
year
of the concentration of the American, required
of the dimples In toe box office of tne the teacher had to call him to task
the Liberty Loan."
berry crop of Pacific county, Wash., we must raise
forces on the western front.
news
of
moving picture palace. "I am sorry to Immediately. When hs arrived home
the
the
Cheers
"
greeted
which growers estimate will yield
V
that you deceived me G regards his mother said: "Robert, how do you
Bulgaria will be friendly to any alsay
American
successes,
particularly
net
the
acres
800
for
of
$100,000
bogs
lied moves against Turkey, and will
when Mr. Strong said the Yankee the program here tonight I asked yon like school?"
He said:
be practically on the side of the allies in cultivation. Crops are the best this troops In their drive had reclaimed If it was of an educational nature, and
"I think I am going to
for the remainder of the war, Bulgar- season In history.
you replied that It was. Instead of It have trouble with that teacher."
100 square miles of territory ft
Dozens of
officers France.'
ian Minister Panaretoff said in Washshe
being so I have Just found It Is a lurid
"Why, what is the trouble
peWe eafjrrh, else? alien and mfls- svon Boehm's
and men of General
border train robbery story of the kind asked,
"'v
ington.
Files
Across
atthe
D'Annunslo
Alps.
so
ten
me
been
have
"She
an
times
has
sassed
Wilson
three
shot, following
years ago."
President
al
popular
Monday stepped army
the
Paris. Gabrlelle d'Annunsio,
"Well, gee I" returned the maiden. ready," he replied. Chicago Exam
Into the breach of the Senate fight tempt at revolt, according to advices
author-aviator,
arrived in Paris "Ain't it ejercatlonal to see what them
over the woman suffrage resolution from the Swiss frontier. Boehm's Italian
thought was refined and
and in a personal address in the Sen- army (German) has been severely in an airplane, flying from Italy across
ate chamber asked for its passage as battered In the present offensive op- the Alps.
genteel drammedKansas City Star. - Bed Cross Bag Brae, moeh batter, goes
tanner tnan noma ome. us
erations of the allies.
a war measure.
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The first number of the last great
draft lottery, 322, was drawn, by President Wilson In the caucus room of
the Senate Monday afternoon. The
lottery will fix the order of liability
To military service of 13,000,000 new
registrants between the ages of 18
and 21 and 31 and, 45.
President Wilson's" Liberty Loan
speech at New York was read to the
Senate and ordered printed As a public document. Senator Shafroth of
Colorado requested printing of the
suggesting a million espies,
ad-aS3-
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Something
Malady Sweeps Camps.
Vaccination with a recently dlscov
InBetty had two sisters, but was Just
ered aerum, which, from tests Just! Washington, Sept IS. Spanish
to spread In army informed that she had a new baby
completed at several army camps, has fluenza continued
cases having been brother. "Oh, goody,", she exclaimed
new
8,824
been found to be an almost positive camps,
of the surgeon excitedly, "now. our family has the
office
to
the
rannrtad
or
contraction
of
pneupreventative
the twen- - starting of a real soldier r
of
the
during
army
general
to
combat the epimonia, will be used
an inwas
This
period.
demic of Spanish lnfluensa.
885 over the' new eases recrease
of
Lucas county, Iowa, claims to be the
the .total for an
first county in the United States td ported and brought
cases
Pneumonia
to
48387.
' '
' cat Soreness, Granujt- T- go "over the top" m the Fourth . Lib- camps
showed a slight decrease,
l'tw
was.
Word
Loan.
received Sept.
erty
Frldsyi oompared
27, that Its quota of 1741,000 was ex; 'eases
Deaths Friday
r lrtes. 1 MLr i f
2!!-ceeded at 9:50 p.m. Thursday,' when
&
T C"e-te- i,
were 170,
pneumonia.
$750,000 had been rabeecibsd wlthost
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Breaking It Gently.
Askenv Where's the rich hettess
you're engaged tof '
Tellunv You see that lovely girl In
pink at the other stde of the. room?
. Askem
Yes; I say, old man, what

a superb

Tellum Well, It isnt she. Ifs thgt
grand old ruin In yellow sitting nout
td her.
Tnongh the. wsgon tongue la sUsnt
ft always gets there ahead of the rest
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FomumjuiN
Advising

the

Chaplain.

British officer decided to hand
advice to a rather Ineffective
etoaplain.

Sohesald:

"Padre, If yooll ezcnie my saying
ao, you're a d
d rotten chaplain;
the men will never follow yon to
heaven."
"I rather felt that, air," stammered
the flummoxed padre.
"But I tell yon what" continued the
officer, "you'd make a line company
officer, and the men would follow yon
to hell."
Signs

The .chestnut
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crop la going to be
good this year." "You can tell that by
the fish stories."
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ir 1.
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whk--

iI! to
aa
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ALSO RUNS GREAT LAUNDRY

His Fathafa Were Larger.
Tommie thought that hla father
the beat father, that hla mother waa
tha beat mother, and that his1 boose
waa the best honae.
Indeed, every
thing of his waa best,
One day on a visit to a neighbor
woman, be followed her upstairs
watch her make the bedrooms tidy.
"Are those your daddy shoes
ha
asked, aa the woman pnt those articles
In their proper place.
"Yes," she answered smiling, "may

r

.

are pretty lane, don't yon thlnkr
' "Oh,
yea, but my daddy's shoes are
larger," he said quickly.
Pimply Rashy Skins
Quickly soothed and healed by Cm
enra often when all site falia. The
Soap to cleanse and purify, the Oint
ment to soothe and heat For 1
aamples address, "Cutlcura, Dept X,
At druggists and by malt
Boston,"
Soap 28, Ointment 28 and CO-i-

IS

THS BIOOIIT TAItOR AND
COSStIR IN THI WORtD.

hi

CATA-
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OfNIRAt

QUARTKRMAITIR

t.4

tt

UALL4
T

of

my back,
and my back often
nra oat antlraly. I
Jt-5--couldn't atoop to laca
Mi
For two
my shoes.
yean I waa In tbli
helpless condition and
didnt do a tan of
J !, work and no one
tnougat i- wouia
1
.LI.
mviw w wars agam.
nearta uv
to ftict I waa told I
eonldnt live six months. But for
tunately I baran using Doan's
Kidney PUla, They made mo feel
batter from the flrat and after tak-ta- g
aeveral boxes, I had batter
atrength and health than erer before. I think Doan'a are worth
their weight In gold, and I recommend them whenever I hear anyone complaining of their kidneys."
Cet'Peafti4A-ylwetee,B-
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Collecting Fruit Plte and Nutshells for
Qaa Mask Charcoal United States
Buya Cuban Sugar Crop for equitable Distribution.
,

(FNa

CemmlttM

"

on Public Informs
tlon.)
Articles of wearing
..

Washington.
apparel to the number of 1,490,370
were repaired during July In the shops
of various camps and cantonments of
the United States army. In this total
were 814,018 pairs of shoes, 48,802
hats, 65,841 overcoats, 97,506 coats,
259,976 pairs of breeches, 84,212 flannel shirts, 242,217 undershirts, 208,538
pairs of drawers, 6,100 pairs of stockings, 20,057 pairs of leggings, 58,799
,

blankets, .764 sweaters and 47,965 other articles.
Besides being the biggest tailor and
cobbler, the quartermaster general Is
probably also the operator of the
greatest laundry tm earth. During
July there were handled In the laundries attached to the various camps
and cantonments 9,762,170 pieces,. InHard to Dleoouraoe.
"A spring poet wants to see yon, cluding 2,030,947 garments for officers
and enlisted men- - Tbe total revenue
. '
air."
from these laundries was $297,179.12.
"Tell him we have more spring
on hand than we can use In tha
One hundred of the 200 stations to
next nine years," said the editor.
be
established for the .assembling pf
"Yes, air."
fruit pits and nut shells which are to
"Welir
"He says It's posthumous fame hea be converted into charcoal for gas
masks, have been designated by the
after, and If you don't mind hell leave Red
Cross, which is In charge of the
his sonnet with yon."
collections throughout tha country.
Encouraging reports of collections
Under normal conditions, the BcUbr
have been received in Washalready
Islands produce yearly 700 tons of
ington. Olrl scouts' headquarters anflowers for perfume making.
nounces that at . one collection point
two. little girls from one troop which
had been In the work for a short time
brought In 1,600 pits, while another
pair contributed 2,000 each.
Wholesale grocers In large cities
have sent In copies of posters they
have had printed and circulated among
retailers. Each of the latter has been
requested to place a receptacle in his
store for the pits and shells and to cooperate with their local Red Crow representatives.

The Owners of
"Swift & Company"
(Now Over 22,000)

Perhaps it has not occurred to
you that you can participate in

Swift & Company's profits, and
also share its risks, by becomin the business?
ing a
It is not a close corporation.
You can do this by buying Swift &
co-part- ner

Company shares, which, are bought
and sold on the Chicago and Boston
stock exchanges.

There are now over 22,000 share
holders of Swift & Company, 3,500 of
whom are employes of the Company.
These. .. 22,000 shareholders include

women.
Cash dividends have been paid regularly for thirty years. The rate at
present is 0 per cent.
The capital stock is all of one kind,
7,800

namely, common stock there is no
preferred stock, and this common stock
represents actual values; There Is no
"water," nor hava good will, trade
marks, or patents been capitalized.
This statement is made solely for your
information and not for the purpose of
booming Swift & Company stock.
We welcome, however, live stock
producers, retailers, and consumers as
rs.

We particularly like to have for
shareholders the people with whom
we do business.
This leads to a better mutual
understanding.
Year Book of tottreattaf and
Instructive facts sent on request
Address Swift ft Company,
Union Stock Yard, Chicago, Cinoli

Swift & Company,

Adr.

The United States sugar equalisation board has contracted with the Cuban minister to the. United States to
purchase, the . Cuban sugatuxjui at a
price basis of $5.50 per 100 pounds, f.
o. b. Cuban ports. ' This purchase Is
made on behalf of the American, English, French and Italian governments.
to be available
. The crop will begin
in December, and Its division among
the allies will be directed by the Unit
ed States food administration. These
arrangements will this year, as last,
put an end to all speculation In sugar
and assure an equitable distribution

among all the allies and .to our own
consumers.

Brig. Gen. Charles Richard, acting
surgeon general while General Gorges
Is In France, has corrected a statement
"that the nursing needs of the army
have already been met, and that
nurses have been enrolled by the
Red Cross In response to the surgeon
general's request for 25,000 graduate
nurses by January 1, 1919."
General Richard
says . thata zd.uw
. . .
.
mc
nurses must De oDtainea oeiure i.
first of the year. More than 16,000 are
now on the rolls of the army nurse
corns, leaving 9,000 still to be found.
General Richard estimates that before
reJuly 1, 1919, 50,000 nurses will be
34,000
a
In
than
less
Thus
year
quired.
nurses must step forward, General
Richard points out, to meet the need.
27,-00- 0

.
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Ear weaU taea te - se Kta, K
gy, ceuiectioa between tim areUxa.
eaopplylng General Parahrag wttfc
r .Seqr ammnaltloa sad that af g
Tuacumbla. Ala., aay, with
batter milk. Actually, however, tha
relit! on of one to the other la ao
real and intimate that the chief of
ordnance of the United Statea war department has approved plana whereby
not only Tuacumbla, bat also doaena
nf nthmw HHm anil tfimi k.M ntvt.

wm;Prccf
!lnteri;lta,1,
Urint
been found
It

dltiona generally.
has
that where living conditions are bad
and housing provisions Inadequate,
ordnance workers become discontented
and production lags- Tuscumbla, Sheffield and Florence,
Ala., contain the employees of the
three great government nitrate plants
located in the vicinity of Mussel
Shoals. Like most small towns suddenly required by the present war to
accommodate
huge ordnance enterprises planted in their midst, these
three communities were wholly unable
to afford proper housing, and conditions rapidly got beyond control. The
better and more desirable of the work
era, with their families, grew restless,
A transformation Is now in progress
under direction of the community
branch. Vice centers have
been eradicated, the isle of liquor
has been placed under rigid control
A public market haa been established
for the three towns. Here farmers
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Suffragette

That

Gatherings

Verge

on Comedy

Statistics gathered under direction
of Brig. Gen. R. E. Wood, acting quar
times of late a very orderly little drama has been enacted In
termaster general of the army, show SEVERAL park, this city, without attracting much more attention than a
that the cost of equipping and main dog fight. A group of
women parades solemnly across the park
' '
and stops before a statue. One of
taining a soldier overseas is $423.47 a
them ascends the pedestal and asyear. To equip and maintain a soldier
in the United States costs $327.78
PROTES- T-)
sumes an oratorical attitude.
d
year.
A group of
policemen
with equal solemnity and dignity has
Subsistence, figured at 69 cents
from another direction,
day, amounts to $251.85 per man overapproached
and now surrounds the feminine
seas; figured at 52 cents a day In the
United States, It amounts to $189.80
group like a respectful audience. The
per man. The cost of the Initial equiplady on the pedestal clears her throat
ment for the soldier the first year in
and says:
'
"
the United States Is $115.30. The cost
"We protest
of the Initial equipment of the soldier
A
police sergeant push
overseas for the first year la $42.41,
es to her side and lifts his cap politely.
This cost of $42.41 Is for articles
"Have you permission to speak, madam 7" he inquires.
which are Issued for overseas use only
"No."
and which are In addition to the reeu
"Then we must ask you to stop."
-"
"1 refuse," says the speaker quietly. "We protest
lar equipment Thus It appears that
T
If the soldier going overseas did not
"Men," says the sergeant in a bored tone, "place these ladies under arrest"
take with him a great deal of his He always says "ladles." The ladles are then conducted to Jail.
The Interest of this almost formal proceeding lies In the fact that It Is
equipment already supplied him In the
United States, the contrast between a militant demonstration in favor of national woman suffrage. How completely
the cost of equipping and maintaining the country Is absorbed in the war Is shown by the fact that even a fairly care
soldier In this country and abroad ful newspaper reader may scarcely be aware of this fact
would be much more marked.
well-dresse- d

blue-coate-

red-hair-

The .largest private telephone branch
In the world Is the one that serves the
increasing needs of the war depart

ment In Washington. It fills a special
ly constructed three-stor- y
building containing 44 "positions" an office bigger
than the "central" In many a considerable city. Thirty additional "posi
tions" are in course of Installation.
On July 1 this branch served 8,178
extensions ; on August 1, 3,626. It re
quires 126 trunk lines for incoming
calls; 76 trunk lines for outgoing
calls, local and suburban toll; 17 private toll lines to New York, Philadel
phia, Baltimore, Detroit (via Cleveland),) Hoboken and Newport News,
and 106 tie lines to other government
stations In Washington.
An average of four records taken
during July shows 32,938 outward and
16,564 Inward calls In 24 hours. In the
"peak" hours the calls often run as
high as 7,284 an hour. The operating
force consists of 90 persons.

Woman War Worker Discovers New Capital
newest and
W ASHINGTON'S
of It? That may be, but you

"Park"

oldest

park is Parallel park. Never heard
certainly have seen It. It covers two sauarea
considered by many as the city's most beautiful

In the heart of the city, and Is
park. Four or five statues of brave
men adorn tbe park. ' Cannon are to
be seen. Soldiers walk through the
park. Fair war workers come and
go. It Is a beautiful square.
Such Is Park Parallel. Never
heard of such a park?
Well, perhaps this will give you
clew: The park 1b located In the
Jurisdiction of local board No. 3, the
only draft board In the nation which
has a president of the United States
living Jn Its territory. Fnctl Now you
ought to be able to guess. But If not behold the solution ot tne mystery.
Two war workers, lovely creatures, were riding downtown. "Let's get off
at the next corner and walk through Parallel park," said one.
"Where's that?" asked the other.
"Right around the corner," was the reply.
"Are you sure that's the name?" asked the other;
"Sure," said the first war worker. "Look at those signs on the" trees.
Funny place to put the name of a park, and I do think it's a pretty cheap way
"
Tbe United States war Industries of doing it but
And tbe second war worker looked at the white signs hitched onto the
board has announced that agricultural
must reduce their con trees by the curb. The signs are hitched onto the trees with cord. A thought
oertodlcals
ful police department put the signs there.
sumption of print paper 15 per cent
You can't blame that girl.
under regulations for the conservation
In big black capital letters the cards read :
of print paper adopted by that board,
"Park Parallel."
The regulations were to become effec
tive October 1, 1918.
'

tbt

The bureau Of animal Industry of
Fresh milk Will be supplied to 20,000
sick and wounded soldiers In France the United States department of agriculture has Just issued a list of all
by 1,000 cows which the French government has agreed to loan to the dairy herds in the United States
tha American Red Cross, It Is an- that on July 1, 1918, had been offnounced by that organisation. With icially accredited as free from tubercuthese cows the Red Cross will estab- losis or that had successfully passed
lish a model experimental dairy plant one test with a view to certification.
at the largest American army hos Ooples 'of the list are furnished to
officials and pripital In France. An appropriation of state and municipal
vate arsons.
$5,000 has been made for the Institu
tion of the plant. Al the dairy WlU be
buoperated by convalescent soldiers the losls are soon to be issued by the
cost of maintenance will be compare- - reau of animal Industry to all owner
of accredited herds.
I
tiiely email.
';-;-

.

Thst Ycu f!:v:r Csn Tell About A!!:y
h,. --i.n

and that other time before that, when every day was tagless dog day It
la safe to predict the near future emigration of the street Thomas to that
bourn from which not even a cat may
return. But while the law hesitates,
the food administration has got so far
in Its system that u4ed-to-b- e
strays
that padded around sleek and complacent among canteens of the alley
gates have either slunk Into the unknown, or, as survival of the unnttest,
prowl around gaunt and furtive, seeking what they may devour and not,
i
finding
Take Villa, for one. Before the
war Villa, who Is a robber born.
owned by right of unlawful possession an alley of which every back gate waa
an open pantry, except one. Naturally, he had Invaded the Lhassallke forbid
dlngness of the locked gate and lidded can, but all the satisfaction he got out of
g
his adventure was a
from the leading lady of Lhassa. So Villa
Ignored the locked gate and for countless moons his coat showed the bulge
ot .the gourmand.
Then the meatless days came. And food prices took to rivaling airplanes
as to altitude, and galvanised cans showed their corrugated bottoms. And Villa
began to starve.
from the surrounding districts take
Inside the forbidden gate the two ladles of Lhassa considered the bony,
their products and dispose of them to
creeping thing that had been old Villa, and as no creature must suffer if you
of the ordnance can help It, they made a point of saving bits of this and that and settlng.lt In
representatives
plants. Wagons of the ordnance de a paper napkin outside on the cobbles, away from the gate, so that the old
partment then cart the produce to the fellow would never suspect and take liberties with his patrons.
plants and sell it at cost to the work'
But you can't tell about cats!
era.
The other morning the women went on their front steps, and there under
Central bureaus for these three the cool shade of the bush of golden glow lay old tortoise-shelperfectly at
towns have, undertaken the housing borne, with three brand new kittens all white.
:
problem. Parks and playgrounds are
Then they knew that Of all the houses that had contributed to Villa's
being planned for the workers and rioting In peace times,, be had found out somehow, that he could come to the
their families. The communities them ladles of Lhussa In his need, though, of course, he was a she. And that's all
selves have been awakened to the there Is to it except that significant Dart which such lmnrove- They are there this minute.
ments pfay In the business of making
munitions and of winning the war.

To meet the growing interest lit the
public health nurse as a xacior iu
saving the lives of babies and in keep
ing the health of the American popula
tion back of the lines up to sttinaura,
the children's1 bureau of the United
States department of labor nas jusi
published a pamphlet on "The Public
Health Nurse; How She Helps to
A committee of publishers recom
Keep Our Babies Well." This pammended
the use of lighter body paper;
A.
C.
E.
Dr.
was
prepared by
phlet
In ar
Wlnslow, professor of public health discontinuance of subscriptions
at Yale university, it nas oeen sent rears; free exchanges to be cut off
to the state child welfare chairman and free copies to advertisers and ad
of the council of national defense for vertising agencies to be restricted;
or
the Information of communities that abandonment ot sales at nominal
are engaged in tne emiureua yenr exceedingly low price, of prize con
tests for subscriptions and special or
campaltrn to save 100,000 babies.
- holiday numbers except such as hav
punlor
The national organization
In the past
He. health nurses has suggested tnat been regularly Issued
Establishment of new papers during
the state councils of national defense
shall ' engage a supervisor of nurses the war Is to be prohibited unless the
who shall keen up the standard of necessity for them can be shown, and
or more agriculpublic health nursing In tbe state and combinations of two
be reported to
must
tural
with
touch
In
periodicals
shall
keep
especially
those nurses who are provided with the pulp and paper section of the war
aa to paonly the emergency equipment of the industries board for a ruling
will be allowed.
per tonnage
campaign.
s'
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Irritated Man Felt

He Had

a

Right

to

Criticize

a Washlngtonlan and his wife stood on downtown corners
THE otherannight
hour wilting for a street car to acme by which would allow two

persons to squeeze aboard. Ca after car shot by, crowded to
the guards with people. There wasn't
a chance in the world for cars to take
on any more, although sometimes the
motorman would stop his vehicle and
the earnest conductor would ahout,
"Plenty of room up front" and there
would be a great Jamming and pushing, while three score persons fought
over each other to get on the step.
It was late, after the theater, anyway, and as the minutes and tbe cart
sped by the man and hla wife cape-dall-y
the man got peeved. Finally.
however, they managed to Jam aboard a car, and got aa far aa a certain park,
when they had to get off to transfer.
Here more waiting waa In order. Oar after carand all so filled that
there wasn't a chance to squeese In. But all things must come to an end, of
course, and at last a car with 14 square feet of apace ha I ha
stopped, pasting at the switch, and our hero and heroine got aboard.
At laat they got to their corner, and fought their way out.
"Thank heaven, we're here at last" said the woman.
,
"One of the Joys of gong to the theater In Washington,'' said the man la
disgusted tones.:
A man and woman, walking behind them, overheard.
"If they don't like it here," snapped tbe woman behind In loud tones, "thai
know what they can do."
Righteous defense of the national capital roared In every word.
'
Our hero got mad right there,
"Madam." ha called loudly through the dark, "I was born In WathlBcioa,"
medium-size- d
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matter at the poetof fice of Gallup, N.
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This command to tho Boys in the training
camp3 ahvays sends a thrill through the
lin-it
means just what it cays: Rijht
Dr&i feet together, chin forward,'
clothes immaculate, every item of
appearance properly attended to. We men
whprwear the uniform of the fighters 'Over

M.

Should an erroneous statement be made in the columns
ofjthis paper, call our attention to it, and due correction
will be made and ample justice cheerfully accorded.

Republican State Tickbt
For
U. S. Senator- - A. B. Fall
Representative- - B. C Hernandes
Suoreme Court Judge- - Herbert
F. Raynolds
Governor- - 0. A Larrazolo
Lieut Governor- - B. F. Pankey
State Secretary- - J. M. Martinez
Auditor- - E. J. Sargent
Treasurer-U- .
Strong
Attorney General- - V. O. Askren
Supt of Schools-- J. H. Wagner
Field
Land Commissioner-Nelso- n
.'

Corporation
Luna

Commissioner-Jesu- s

Republican County Ticket

J.

For Sheriff

H.

McCam

ant
For Representatives State Le
gislature E. W. Tamony and
Sharp Hanson.
Charles W.
County Clerk
Davis.
Roman Hubbell
For Assessor
For Treasurer David Garcia.
For County School Sup- t- W.
L. Lanigan.
For County Commissioners
1st District Peter Weswater
2nd. District Ygnacio Perea
3rd. District W. H. Morris .
For Judge of Probate Court
Paul Golino.
For County Surveyor G. S.
Willhoit.

I

should-ercjbac- k,

having gained eighteen pouudsl
already, and am still gaining.
Also before taking Tanlac I
couldn't sleep either night or
day, but now 1 average about
nine hours steady sleep and I
have an appetite like a horse.
I am now fifty years of age and
I can't praise Tanlac too much
for what it has done for me."
Tanlac is sold in Gallup at the
Banner Drug Co.
,

Here' should learn a lesson from the soldiers
Rijht Dress should be a constant' command
to be rightly dressed, from head to toe.

get in line today would you answer 'Right Dress' with pride? If not we
are at your service.
Stem Block Clothes
Should you

Official Proceedings The Board of County commis
sioners of the county of McKin-le- y
at a meeting of board held
Sept 5th. 1918, named the following Boards of Registration
and places where the books are
to be kept. The said registration is to register voters who
will be qualified to vote at the
general election to be held on
Tuesday, November 5th., 1918.
Precinct No. 1 Mentmore
Richard Jones, Dave Summer-villL. E. Morris. Books at
Coal Co's office.
Precinct No.
-

Paul Miocker Company
Coal Avenue

e,

ibson

Wm. Kimsey, Roy Woods and
Louis Visconti. Books at Coal
Tuesday nieht saw the end of
Co's. general office.
the legalized liquor traffic in this
state. The Gallup saloons did
Precinct No. 3, Gallup
Sam Dimon, L E. Gould, Sam big business up to the last min
Brown. Books at HeralJ office. ute, and large quantities of beer
and liquors were taken home by
Precinct No. 4 Gallup
those who believe in prepared'
Chas. W. Davis, Roman Hub- ness. It was at first thought
Books at
bell, John Schauer.
the last day of September
that
Assessor's office.
was the date set for putting the
Precinct No. 5 Catalpa
lid on, but because of the read:
Shanhftanenr-JsMS-Heath,
of the law one more day- - pas
Francisco Auzures.
Books at allowed. Several of the men
Coal Co's. office. ;
engaged in the saloon business
here will keen their places of
No.
Precinct
6 Wingate
Paul Henderson, B. I. Staples, business open for the sale of soft
Tim Sawyer.
Books at McGaf-fey- s drinks and some of them will
install pool and billiard tables:
office.
1

VIKING CREAM SEPARATOR

,

KUFCE3 Ca-- CS

0

II

qi ci
tout
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One of the strongest and mos Precinct No. 7 Thoreau
men were enlisted
forty-fiv- e
C. B. Weeks, H. H. Streeter,
convincing evidence of the popweek in industrial service
last
ularity of Tanlac throughout Juan Sanchez. Books at
and left for the east where they
America is the large number of
store.
will be employed in the DuPont
letters that are being received Precinct No.
powder works where vast quandaily from well known men and
Frank Gallegos, Remijio Lu- - tities of explosives are being
women, telling of the remark- cero, T. n.
ftlcuuiiough. Books made for the government and
able results they have derived at
Gallegos house.
for; the Allies.; Among these
from its use.
'
a
were several men who had been
Precinct No.
Amonjr me many received in.
the past few days is one from Atheling Bond, J. D. Mourer, boundonover to the federal grand
bootlegging charges, but
Books at jury
John Smith, 313 Eighth street, A. F. Btoomfield.
were
given the opportunity to,
Richmond, Cal., which is espec Bonds store.
their country by working
serve
Mr.
Smith Precinct No. 10 Zuni
ially interesting.
at
good
wages in the powder instates that he has suffered for C. M. Johnson, Andrew Van-dThis county is doing
twenty years, with his stomach. wagon, J. M. Williams. Books dustry.
well in furnishing men for the
liver and kidneys and had reach at Ilfeld's store.
important war industries.
ed the point where he wished Precinct No. 11 -- Heaton
each breath would be the last
In the Probate . Court within
Robert Dennard, J. D. Dean,
He also says that when he be
Cipriano Lucero. Books at mine and for the County of McKinley
gan taking Tanlac he weighed office.
State of New Mexico.
only one hundred and forty-eigIn the matter of the estate of
No.
pounds, but that now he weighs Precinct
IVokH Adhtnn Sam (taitav Florian Blotnic, otherwise known
one hundred and sixty-six- ,
tnak
infra gain of eighteen pounds, Teodoro Silva. Books at Mine ixotice is nereoy a
given that
ana mat ne reels like a new office.
administratas
the
undersigned,
'
man. Following is his letter in Precinct 13 Tohatchi
or of the said estate has filed his
full:
J. W. Black well, C. F. Gor final account, report and petition
...
"To whom it may concern: "I, man, U. (i. JNewcomb. books for distribution and discharge in
the undersigned, can truthfully at Gorman's store.
the office of the Clerk of the
say that the wonderful medicine Precinct 14 -- Crown Point
Probate Court, McKinley County
known as Tanlac has done more
Boyd. George Chit wood, New Mexico, at Gallup,- New
Harry
for me in thirty days time than
Jerry B Farris. Books at Boyd Mexico, and that on the 4th. day
any otner medicine 1 have ever store.
of November. A. D. 1918, at 10J
taken before in all my life. I
o'clock A. M., at the office of
have been a sufferer from stom- Precinct No. 15 Lake Leon
said clerk,, Gallup, New Mexico
Epifarfio Leyba, Luciano Mar
ach, liver and kidney trouble for
has been the time and place ap
o-twenty years. I have taken six tinez, Sebastian Mirabal
pomieu tor nearing ui uojecuons
bottles of Tanlac, and today I at Mirabal's house. ,
to such final account and settle
feel like a new man.
Precinct No. 16-- Red Rock
mht thereof, and for the Hi.
"Before I started using TanJohn Balok, N. A. Ross. Lo- - charjre of said administrator and
lac it didn't make any difference renzo sancnez, Sr. books at h! auritiea oh his official bond
what I ate or drank, it distress- J. Balok 's house. ,
and ail persons interested in said1
ed me so much that I wished Precinct No.
estate are hereby notified to preeach breath would be my Jast.
R. R. Richey, Erf Tamony, sent their objections to such final
Alao when I started taking this Chas. ; McDonald1. ; Books " at account aV said time and place. V.
in
wonderful medicine, I only mine office.
-Samuel Dimon
?;
weighed one hundred and forty-eigAdministrator of Lstate of
H. Neumau. Chairman.
pounds. Today I weigh
Florian Blotnick, Deceased
Attest P. W. Meyers.
one hundred and sixtv-sipounds
Oct. 12 inc
Oct 12

"A better separator for less money"

;v

Four mddeis with capacity ranging from 160 lbs: of milk an hour to 1000 lbs.
These separators are easy to operate, easy to keep clean and are a great economy,
they save cream, are absolutely sanitary. The method of separation used by the
VIKING is acknowledged to be the most successful. No farm that keeps from
one dairy cow up to a big herd can afford to without a Viking Separator.
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DAZEY CHURN

uam

;Made in various sizes to meet all requirements, with a churning capacity ; from; M
gallon to 18 gallons. Works on turbine dasher principle, making it possible to do a
churning in from 6 to 15 minutes. Gathers all the butter fat in the cream. Does
hot crush the butter globules. Just the churn for the home butter maker Prices
most reasonable.
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Hardware and Lumber
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Opera House Bar

-

Kitchen and Varela, propnetors.

3

For the sale of Soft Drinks, including Soda waters,
v
Grape Juice and Bsvo

nt,

;

Larrje selection of cigars and cigarettes in stock
Pool and other amusements

-

-

ht

x

Will reopen today

-

-

-

All are invited to make this their place of recreation when not engaged
..

in their regular

occupations
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Bring in your prcccripticns
Thirty years behind the prescription coustcr u
assurance that your prescriptions are tzis in our
hands, and you get just exactly what the doctor ord-

LEARN

m

U
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ioung

JvVJ

man,- -

ers'

11
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in

the world's cfiairs, save a part
of the calaiy you how earn,

Cut Flowers

"

X

Every . Saturday and Sunday

bsp year eyes cn the future tad study

JENKINS DRUG STORE

Men who cike coed
the rnidnipht oil ethers with

tout budscp.

ksp

.

No Substitution Allowed

you want to bs- -

conpa tecte

;

David 0. Garcia
Republican candidate for the office of

111 Coal Avenue

,

County Treasurer
business man, a native of this state

Put Year Saving bOurCcro

Stock grower, and

that you nay have funds on hand to
Crsp business opportunity - when, it

co

comet your way.
5 per cent per annum paid oh time certificates
of dspotit of 9100 and up issued for 6 or 12 mos.

THE GALLUP STATE BANK
...

......

aiivM-t-?.-

!

I MijvlMAf

-
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Silverware
High class ware and articles that
wiU fit every need in the gift
line. A beautiful stock of precious stones of every description.
WATCH REPAIRING a specialty. Watch inspectors for Santa
Fe R.R. Edison Diamond Disc
phonographs Speak for them-

selves.

Wurm & Burke
Jewelers

Gallup Cleaners arid Pressers
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
Cleaned and Pressed $1 .75

r

Expert cleaners of silks and satins laces and all other
fancy garments.
All work guaranteed satisfactory
We call and deliver.
Brazos and Brazos Proprietors.
Phone No. 205
207 Coal Ave

p

Hudeon

upar-i-

x

The World's Largest
Selling Car
40 styles o cars to select from
Car Landau.
cars in
50,000 Hudson Super-Si- x
every day use testify to the merits
of this highly superior car.

beautiful Town

Mitchell Autcxnobilea
The car of Comfort, Fashion, Enduring Strength
cum
1 1

waanw

a

viv

.

types of cars, closed and convertable sold
under one year warranty.

Wurm & Burke, Agents

We can sell you a STUTZ car if you want one

UNDERTAKERS
GALLUP MORTUARY
W. M. Poulson
To secure prompt service call by
Funeral Director
number.
and
Citizens Light Power and
Licensed Embalmer
New Mexico,
Arizona
Telphone Co.
Chapel, Automobile Service
Office phones
Res. night phone
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
68
56
ann
Delmar Hotel 92
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
SALE OF PUBLIC LAND AND
RUIZ & OVERSON
TIMBER
M'KINLEY COUNTY
Attorneys at Law,
Office of the Commissioner of Practice In All Courts Of
Public Lands.
New Mexico and Arizona.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that UNDERTAKING PARLORS
pursuant to the provisions of an With
Chapel for funeral services
Act of Congress, approved June
D. ROLLIE, proprietor and
of
laws
State
the
1910,
the
20th,
Funeral Director
of New Mexico and the rates and
"
No. 78
Telephone
Land
State
the
of
regulations
Office, .the Commissioner of Pub
Edmund R. French
ic Lands will offer at public sale
to the highest bidder at 9 o clock
Lawyer
A. M., on Tuesday, November
Member Bar
5th. 1918. in the town of Gallup,
Supreme Court United States
County of McKinley, State of
Supreme Court New Mexico
New Mexico, in front of the
V Qmxr2 Coat-- Ave;
court house therein, the follow
ing described tracts of land, viz;
4 Bert D. Richards
of Section
Sale No. 1299-- AU
:
contain16
R.
Lawyer
W.,
36, T. 13 N..
ing 640.00 acres. There are no Licensed to practice in all the
improvements on this tract.
courts of the State, the U. S.
There are 3.217.600 ft. B. M. District
Court and L S. Land
of timber on this tract, valued
Buy Liberty Bonds

.

Office.

at $4,826.25.
The successful bidder will be
reauired to pay in cash or certi
fied exchange at the time of sale,
the total amount bid for the land,
and he will also be required to
pay for the timber at the above
stated value.
Sale No. 1300 -- All of Section

L E. Gould
Justice of the Peace
Third Precinct
!,

;:;

separately.-

-

Office Herald Building
Phone No. 95

f

36, T. 13 N. K. 15 VV containing 40.00 acres. The improvements consist of house, sheds,
barns, stables, well, pumping

plant, fenc.ng, clearing, plowing,
cellar, hog house, and granary,
value $3,325.00.
No bids on the above described
tracts of land will be accented
for less than THREE DOLLARS
($3.00) per acre, which is the
appraised value thereof and in
addition thereto the successful
bidder must pay for the improvements that exist on the land.
Each of the above described
tracts will be offered for sale

..'

"

j

Because of government
orders coal will sell at
$9.00 for 3000 lbs.
We sell only Qbson pure
lump coal, over 4 inch
screen.

GALLUP COLD STORAGE
COMPANY

Square Deal Market

Where Cleanliness and The Square
Deal Rule
CELEBRATED HOUMA OYSTERS, FRESH FISH,
FRESH and SALT MEAT.
ONLY FAT HEALTHY STOCK KILLED FOR
OUR TRADE, ASSURING TENDER MEAT.
Phone NoT 85 For Prompt Delivery Of Meat.

Fred Meyer. Prop.

Dr. E. Park Sellard

i

Registered Optometrist
Latest equipment for property
j
testing eyes.
Poatoffice Building

ROLL FILMS

;

McFIE. EDWARDS
j

ATTORNEYS

)

.':

,

at

,': Offices

&

Developing 10 cts., Printing 3 to 6 cts.

McFIE

LAW

Eastman supplies.

'

Gallup and Santa Fe, N.

M.

the contract with interest on
ferred payments at the rate of
four per cent per annum, payable in advance on the. anniversary of the date of contract, partial payments to be credited on
the anniversary of the date of
the contract next following the
date of tender.
,
; The above sale of land
will be
subject to valid existing rights,
and
easements,
reservation.
The Commissioner of Public
Lands or his agent holding such
sale reserves the right to reject
any and all bids offered at said
sale. Possession under contracts
of sale for tbe above described
tracts will be given onvor before
October first, 1919.
iWittness my hand and the. official seal of tbe State Land Office of the State of New Mexico,
this twentieth day of July, 1918.
Robert P. Ervien
Commissioner of Public Lands,
de-

The sale of land in sale No.
1300 wit! be subject to the following terms and conditions, viz:
' The successful bidder must
pay to the Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent holding
of the
such sale,
price offered by him for the land,
four per cent interest in advance
for the balance of such purchase
price, fees for advertising and
appraisement and all costs incidental to tbe sale here'n, each
and all of said amounts must be
deposited' hrcash or certified exchange at the time of sale and
which said amounts and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to
the State of New Mexico, if the
successful bidder does not execute a contract within thirty
days after it has been mailed to '
him by the State Land Office,
State of New Mexico.
i
said contract to provide that the First Publication. Jnly 27
purchase, may at his option make Last Publication Oct. 5
payments of not less than
rights-of-wa-

one-twentie- th

New Goal Price

y,

c

H. H. Walker

Photographer Successor to
Mishler

and Walker

PIANOS OUR SPECIALTY
Why take chances on your piano?
We have patent steel mover with heavy iron roSers.
Our Auto Trucks are safe. We guarantee not to break
or scratch or drop your piano.

MATLOCK TRANSFER
Phone 199

,

North

All

,

one-thirtie- th

per. cent
of the purchase price at any
time after the sale and prior to
Special federal officer Hotgate the
Ge or sre Martin has gone to Alexpiration of thirty years
war
.
official
to
take
special
has returned from an
trip from date of the contract, and to
buquerque
training in the University.
to Colorado.
provide for the payment of any
fW SaleFord tout-icar.
unpaid balance at the expiration
of thirty years from the date of
P.
V.
Bitter.
of
Inquire

New and Second Hand Store

Married

.

'C. Silva and Miss, Eva Casa-doand Manuel Baca and Miss
Teresa Chavez, all of Navajo,
were married in Gallup on Friday of last week.

s,

3rd-S- t

of
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kinds of Household

Goods

Furniture and Miners9 Tccb
Second hand goods bought
sold and eschzn(jcd.
J. Pctcrr.d

.

I era

Aiect twa to C sserri
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MllfiDYfflPEY
MACHINE OJHJiER,

JERYIWC IM fRAWCE

OUT DEATH

SENTENCE

ynopdfc Fired by the 11111(1111 of the Lusitanla, with tkt Ion of
American Urlng in Jersey City,
American Uvea, Arthur Gay Bmpey,
goes to England and enlists as a private In the British army. After a
short experience as a recraltlng officer la London, be Is sent to train-In- g
(natters In France, where he first hears the sound of big guns and
makes the acquaintance of "cooties." After a brief period of training
trenches, where he takes
Bmpeys company Is sent Into the front-lin- e
his first tun on the lire step while the ballets whls overhead. Bmpey
learns, at comrade falls, that death lurks always In the trenches.
Chaplain distinguishes himself by rescuing wounded men under hot
Are. With pick and shovel Bmpey has experience as a trench digger
In No Man's Land. Exciting experience on listening post detail. ExIn rest billets Bmpey
citing work on observation post doty. Back
writes and stages a successful play. Once more In the front trenches,
Bmpey goes "ever the top" in a successful bat costly attack on the
German lines. Soon afterwards Bmpey and his comrades repulse a
determined gas attack launched by the Germans.

u
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Continued.

I shonted to the driver to stop, and
hta nervousness he out on the
brakes. We nearly pitched oat head
first Bat the applying of those brakes
aaved our lives. The next Instant
there was a blinding flash and a deaf
ening report All that I remember is
that I was flying through the air, snd
wonderinc If I would land in a soft
spot Then the lights went oat

la

When

I came

to, Atwell waa pouring

water on my head oat of his bottle.
On the other side of the road the cor- poral was sitting, rubbing a lump on
his forehead with his left hand, while
his right arm was bound up in a blood'
Ha waa moaning
soaked bandage.
very loudly. I had an awful headache
aad the akin on the left side of my
face was full of gravel and the blood
was trickling from my nose.
'
But that ambulance was turned over
In the ditch and waa perforated With
holes from fragments of the shell. One
of the front wheels waa slowly revolv
ing, so I could not have been "out" for
a long period.
The shells were still screaming over
head, bat the battery had raised Its
fire snd they were bursting In a Uttls
wood about half a mile from us.
Atwell spoke up. "I wish that officer hadn't wished us the best o luck."
Then he commenced swearing.
couldn't help laughing, though my
head was nigh to bursting.
'
81owly rising to my feet I felt myself
all over to make sure that there were
no broken bones. But outside of a few
bruises snd scratches I was all right.
The corporal was still moaning, but
more from shock than pain. A shell
splinter had gone through the flesh of
bis right forearm. Atwell and I, from
tar first-ai- d pouches, put a tourniquet
on his arm to stop the bleeding and
then gathered up our equipment.
We realized that wo were in a dangerous spot At any minute a shell
might drop on the road and finish us
off. The village we bad left was not
very far, so we told the corporal he
had better go back to it and get bis
arm dressed, and then report the fact
of the destruction of the ambulance to
the military police. He was well able
to walk, so he set off In the direction
of the village, while Atwell and I con
tinned our way on foot.
Without further mishap we arrived
. at our destination,, and reported to bri
gade headquarters for rations and bil
lets. ''
That night we slept in the battalion
sergeant major's dugout The next
post and
morning I went to a first-ai- d
the gravel picked oat of my face.
bad
'
we received from
i The Instructions
division headquarters read mat we
were out to catch spies, patrol trenches,
search German dead, reconnolter In No
Man's Land, and take part In trench
raids and prevent the robbing of the
"
dead.
I had a pass which would allow me
to go anywhere at any time in the sec
tor of the line held by our division. It
gave me authority to stop and search
ambulances, motor lorries, wsgons and
even officers and soldiers, whenever
my suspicions deemed it, necessary.
Atwell aad I were allowed to work together or singly It waa left to our
Judgment We decided to team op.
Atwtll was a good companion and
very entertaining. He had an utter
contempt for danger, but was not foolhardy. At swearing he was a wonder.
A cavalry regiment would have been
proud of him. . Though born in England, he had spent severs! years In
9few York. He was about six feet one,
and as strong as an ox.
,
We took up our quarters In a large
'dugout of the royal engineers, and
tapped out our future actions. Thin
togWt Was on the edge of a large
eenwtenr and several times at night
m netarning to It we got many tt fall
tmssMlng over the graves of English.
fnmeb sad Germans. Atwell bit .these
swtsloni never Indulged In syteurliig,
kMr- - nr say other time, at the ltat

stumble, he would turn the air blue.
A certain section of our trenches
was held by the Royal Irish rifles. For
several days a very strong rumor went
the rounds that a German spy was In
our midst This spy was supposed to
be dressed in the uniform of a British
staff officer. Several stories had been
told about an officer wearing a red
band around his cap, who patrolled the
front-lin- e
and communication trenches
asking suspicious questions as' to loca
tion of batteries, machine-gu- n
emplace
ments, and trench mortars. If a shell
dropped In a battery, on a machine gun
or even near a dugout, this spy was
blamed.
The rumor gained such strength that
an order was Issued for all troops to
Immediately place under arrest anyone
answering to the description of the
spy.
Atwell and I were on the qui vlve.
We constantly patrolled the trenches
at night, and even In the day, bat the
spy always eluded us.
One day while In a communication
trench, we were horrified to see our
brigadier general, Old Pepper, being
brought down It by a big private of the
Royal Irish rifles. The general was
walking In front and the private with
fixed bayonet was following In the

-

..
pared:
"Get on your squlpaseat aad, --V
out any aotse, come with ma."
This greatly mystified me, bat
obeyed his order.
Outside of the billet I asked htm
what waa up, but he abut me ap with i
"Don't ask questions, If against or
ders. I don't know myself."
It was raining like the mischief.
We splashed along a muddy road for
about fifteen minutes, finally stopping
at the entrance of what most have
been an old 'barn, In the darkness,
could hear pigs granting, aa If they
had last been disturbed. In front of
the door stood an officer la a mack
The R. 8. M. went ap
(mackintosh).
to htm, whispered something, and then
left This officer called to me, asked
my name, number and regiment at tht
same time, la the light of a lantern at
was holding, making a notation la a
little book.
When he had finished writing, he

done It, too.

So Atwell stepped

aside,

and remained silent. I was nearly
bursting with suppressed laughter. One
word, and I would have exploded. It
Is not exactly diplomatic to laugh at
your general In such a predicament.
The sentry and his prisoner arrived
at brigade headquarters with disastrous results to the sentry.
The joke was that the general had
personally Issued the order for the
spy's arrest It was a habit of the gen
eral to walk through the trenches on
rounds of inspection, unattended by
any of his staff. The Irishman, being
new In the regiment, had never seen
the general before, so when he came
across him alone in a communication
trench, he promptly put him under ar
rest Brigadier generals wear a red
band around their caps.
Next' day we passed the Irishman
tied to the wheel of a limber, the be
ginning of his sentence of twenty-on- e
days, field punishment No. 1. Never
before have I seen such a woebegone
expression on a man's face.
For several days, Atwell and I made
ourselves scarce around brigade headquarters. We did 'not want to meet
the general.
The spy was never caught
;

CHAPTER
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The Firing Squad.
later I had orders to re
port back to divisional headquarters,
about thirty kilos behind the line. I
reported to the A. P. M. (assistant provost marshal). He told me to report
to billet No. 78 for quarters and ra.
tions.
It was aboutelght o'clock at night
and I was tired and soon feu sslsep la
the straw of the billet it waa a
erable night outside, cold, aad a
cala was falling,
A few days
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New Mexico will tend Ml msa to
Camp Cody under tht tall for 111,000
to entrain Oct ML .
A meeting of the stock growers of
McKlnlsr county baa bet. called in
Gallup for. Oct. 14.
John It Tamer, Albuquerque, died
of wounds received la action oa tht
,
firing lint la Franca.
Mm. Frederic Winn of Silver City,
wall known soprano, has volunteered
to go overseas to aid In tht war work
of tht T. M. 0. A
Plans art oadtr way at Clovls tt
broadea tht annual txhlbit - of tht
whispered:
Shopping bags and work bags have
"Go Into that billet and wait orders, products of the Boys' aad Girls', clubs,
become
a
county
Indispensable now that women
scheduled tor Ostobtr, into
and no talking. Understand"
are busying themselves about so many
I stumbled into the barn and sat on fair.
the floor in the darkness. I could see
W. A. Field of ! Paso, tht newly things, and especially since they are
no one, but could hear men breathing elected sseiwtary-trtasure- r
of tht New making it a rule to carry small par
and moving; they seemed nervous and Mexico Bean Growers' Association, ar- cels for themselves. Already the shops
restless. I know I waa.
rived la Albuquerque to take up his are beginning to place new ones on
display, anticipating the holidays that
During my wait three other mea new duties.
entered. Then the officer poked hla
always
bring a tremendous demand
another
iasued
Governor Lindsay
for
of all kinds. This year's
head la the door and ordered:
bags
thirty-da- y
reprieve to A. B. Smith,
"Fall In, outside the billet in single alias Dasblty, sentenced to hang for business Is expecting a demand for
for the materials of which
rank."
the killing of Sheriff Dwight Stephens bags and
they are made, that will exceed all
Wt fell In, standing at ease. Then of Luna county.
previous records. For the mood of
he commanded:
Max Soils, mail carrier on a star the
public favors useful gifts at holi"Squad 'Shun! Number I"
route between Cuchlllo and Chloride, day, time and the bag holds first place
There were twelve of us.
waa arrested by Fostoffloe Inspector
"Right Turn I Left Wheel I Quick H. C. Palmer, charged with rifling tht among them.
It is in new mountings and trim
The
I"
we
And away
went
March
malls on bis routs.
mings that the new bags differ from
rain was trickling down my back and
Pablo Ybarra, of Hurley, who was those of last year. Metal and
I was shivering from the cold.
convicted
of murder In the flraf de- celluloid divide honors In frames and
must
we
With the officer leading,
the
at
spring term of the Distrtot mountings for both shopping and work
gree
have marched over an hour, plowing
at Silver last year, was sen- bags. Work bags are a trifle smaller
through the mud and occasionally Court
than they wereor those made of rib
to be hanged oa Oot 11.
stumbling Into a shell holt in tht road. tenced
bon
and silk are. Many very practiwaa
lo
Am
aril
Hoovsr
Thomas
of
When suddenly the officer made a left
cal bags are made ofVcretonne and
wheel, and we found ourselves la a sort killed aad Aaastatlo Romero aad
Misses Bessie Wallace aad DoUtt lined with sateen and tnose Intended
of enclosed courtyard.
for dally service in all kinds of weathThe dawn was breaking and tht Smith of Clovls injured severely la a
find a light weight black oilcloth
er
head-oautos.
collision between two
rain had ceased.
the best of material.
Bl Paso la starting a campaign to
In front of as were four stacks of
In the picture the shopping bag at
raise $6,000 to assist in the construc- the left la made of plain satin and ribrifles, three to a stack.
The officer brought us to attention tion of the road between that city and bon brocade and is mounted on a sil
and gave the order to nnpllt anna. Ws Alamogordo, most of which lies In ths
each took a rifle. Giving us "Stand at territory of the state of New Mexico.
ease," In a nervous and shaky voice,
The State Highway Department has
New on
he Informed:
received a check for 11,500 from ths
"Men, you are here on a very sol ems commissioners of Sierra county which
duty. Tou have been selected as a is to be applied on the construction
firing squad for the execution of a sol- of a bridge between Lake Valley and
.

ver frame with sliver handle.
It It
finished with a silver taaseL Hoot of
these are actually "silver," but they
look like it and are beat describod by
noma
that name, although they art
Just aa pretty haadlea
composition.

tf

and frames for shopping bags art,

made of celluloid In all colon. Dags
of taffeta, In the same color aa street
frocks, are made with these celluloid
.

mountings.
The bag at the right la of plain aaoa
ribbon five strips joined together
'
rosea and
form It
Conventional
leaves are applied to the center atrip.
There are four of them, cot from
green and red satin and outlined with
black embroidery silk. At the ribbon
counter bags of this kind are on display with the mountings for them,
They are not difficult to make.
.

.
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Have a Ribbon "Tarn."
Bands of gray grosgraln ribbon ware
put. together with heavy gray silk embroidery threads and used to make
the crown of one of the "tamt" at
popular with girl wearers since the
visit to' this country of the French
A tassel and Tttvet
"Blue Devils."
headband added to the
gray ribbons made a tarn aa pretty as

n

er

n shop could oirer

tor eany

nu

Fashion's Horizon

Something

--

r

dier, who, having been found guilty Hlllsboro.
.
of a grievous crime against king and
Tht Las Cruets ditch Is to ne turned
over to the federal government for
the period, of the war, the order for
the transfer having been made at a

meeting

hsld

at
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the ditch commissioners

Las Crucss.

Three .feet 'of heavy sulphide ore
was out at Mogollon In the Johnson
mine. This Is 120 feet below and a
continuation of the new iron vein recently found on the surface. No. 1
shaft Is nearly down to connection
level with Little Fannie mine.
The following from New Mexico are
Included in the casualty list of Sept.
19: Lieut. Willard T. LuSk, Roswell,
killed in action; Wesley Blwood Grlt-fetDedman, died of wounds; Lee
Rhoads, Tucumcari, died of disease,
and Benjamin W. Kemp, Salt Lake, N.
M., mlasing In action.
A remarkable condition is shown in

rear.'

We saluted ss the general passed us.
The Irishman had a broad grin on his
face and we could scarcely believe our
eyes the general was under arrest.
After passing a few feet beyond us, the
general turned, and said In a wrathful
voice to Atwell:
"Tell this d n fool who I am. He's
arrested me as a spy."
Atwell was speechless.
The sentry
butted In with:
"None o' that gassln out o you.
Back to headquarters yon goes, Mr.
Fritz. Open that face o' yours again,
an' ril dent in your napper with the
butt o' me rifle."
The general's face waa a sight to behold. He wss fairly boiling over with
rage, but he shut np,
Atwell tried to get In front of the
sentry to explain to him that it really
was the general he. had under arrest,
but the sentry threatened to run his
bayonet through him, and would bave

,

a rasasaatal aairsaat snejar ucZ3
rer me. He had a United lasted la
his right bead. I started to ask Urn
what was tht matter, when he pet bis
finger to his lips for silence aad wilt- -

-

EMPEY IS MEMBER OF FIRING SQUAD WHICH CARRIES
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Burlsd With Honors.

the final tabulation of the returns
made over the state on live stock to
the State Tax Commission this year.
It is concerned chiefly with the returns on cattle. In spite of the general belief that there were large losses,
the returns show an Increase of more
than a million and a half dollars in
valuations of cattle reported.
Red Cross workers will hold a con
ference at Albuquerque.
A. L. Morrison, seven years with the
traveling auditors' office, nine years
with the federal revenue service and
for a year past statistician of the
State Tax Commission,' has been
by the commission as its assistant secretary to fill the vacancy
created by the resignation of Alfred

country, has been regularly and duly
tried and sentenced to be shot at 8 :2S
a. m. this date. This 'sentence has been
approved by the reviewing authority
and ordered carried out It is our duty
to carry on with the sentence of ths
court.
"There are twelve rifles, one of
which contains a blank cartridge, ths
other eleven containing ball cartridges.
Every man Is expected to do his duty
and fire to kill. Take your orders from M. Bergere.
me. Squad Shun !
A verdict of not guilty in the case
We came to attention. Then he left
of the state of New Mexico against
was
lead
knees
heart
of
and
My
my
Mrs. Maud R. Case, charged with kill(
.
shook.
ing her husband, Ray Harlan Case,
with a shotgun at their apartment
Feb. 21, was. returned at Santa, Fe
In
next
the
Install'
Empey,
The jury brought in the verdict folment tells ths gripping story of ,
lowing a deliberation of an hour aad
a "coward," whose streak of yela half. low turned white. '
The 1918 crop of wheat In the Gil.
valley which it now gathered will .to(TO BiB CONTINUamt
.
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Inculcating the Spirit
It waa holiday week, but a mother
and child had managed somehow to
get a whole seat on the car. Suddenly the little girl slid Oii the seat and
facial her mother, enea out win
"Oh
anguish in her childish voice:
mother, I forgot to git anything far
u

teacher."

'

:

Itr

tne motner an
"Well, what uv
swered tartly. "She didn't git nothln'
fer you," and she sat the child down
hard on the sest partly to keep the
woman In the aisle from taking an
privileges, and partly, perhaps to Im
press on tne cnua tne uinstmss spini
it saw it. ,
v

V

"

Still en the Job.
'

"The"

door-knoek- ss

to have tone tut of style." re
marked the 6beerver of Event and
ke,
Things, "bat tout make any
oa tat Jeo."
www

nu-ta-

so

tal 80,000 bushels according to an estimate made by County Agricultural
Agent W. T. Ellison. ,Xhe average
yield will be approximately twenty
bushela to the acre although tome of
the best fields will run' as high as
'
forty bushels to the acre. The quality of the grain produced is excellent
The state of New Mexico Is rioher
by 189,508.82 due to the receipt by
Governor W. E. Lindsty from the federal government of a warrant for that
amount which It the percentage due
(he state from the revenues of the national' forests aa of date June to. .
That Albuquerque la to become an
Important Red Cross training neater
was made clear by the announcemtat
.by Mlaa Sarah Oober, of the Denver
Red Cross, that a homo servlct institute, will be started after Christmas.
Other Institutes are to follow, Mlas
Oober intimated.
;
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Here is something really brllllunt,
fairly thrilling the last word in sets
for motor wear. Just aa colored yarns
had established themselves as the
smartest of trimmings for hats and
other things, a new, material, as soft
as silk and as shiny as glass, floated
over the horizon of fashion. This material and yarns were simply made for
one another modistes discovered it
Immediately, and they were joined in
this lovely motor set made for real
service. There Is a hat. and a bag and
an irresistible belt that supports the
"
mascot all Paris is wearing.
and ''Rlntlntln," a grotesque
little maid and her mate, both made of
yarn,, dangle from this belt and exchange confidences while they protect
their fair owner from harm.
This new material reminds one of
patent leather but resembles it In the
way that plaid chiffon looks like gingham. It it black and brilliant but as
light weight and pliable as velvet
Then Is no name that describes It and
one will have to be Invented to lit It,
In the hat shown In the picture the
crown Is merely a large, soft puff set
on a graceful brim that curves up at
the left side. There In a band about It
finished at each edge with deep buttonhole stitches of purple yarn, and a
unall cluster of quaint flowers at the
front, also made of the yarn In lighter
shades. The bag Is finished In the
same., way with buttonhole stitching
a
and yijrn flowers and hangs from
long band that forms a loop foi- the
arm. The 'same sort of Mud supplies
tho belt and this belt might be omit--H- i
V it were not thut Nannette and

Itlntintln must have some
'
"
'.:
support
It happens that a black taffeta frock
makes the best of back grounds for
this set, but It Is made to be worn
with any sort of street dress and will
not clash with any of the quiet fashionable colors. It Is called a motor set
but may be counted upon for other
wear and Is either really rain proof or.
has put up a most successful and convincing camouflage,

i
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v
:
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All In Slut.
An uncommon little blue Jacket has
a circular cape collar which entirely
covers the shoulders, bat ends well
above the waist The small turnover
collar is of chalk-whit- e
pique, which It
the prevailing material for collars aad
revera of every shape aad stae. Tht
attractive front of this unnansl little
jacket shows the cape dost act meet V
or fasten, bat falls from the neck la
an
opening, which finally
forms two points. Down oat tide of
the cape is a row of mandarin-blu-e
satin buttons, and on the other a corre
:4sponding number of buttonholes,
with the same color,
ever-wideni-

Practical Blouse.
needs have produced a
shirt blouse for women, strictly tailored in design .and finish. This blouse
is of. natural pongee, : with patch
cuffs and detachable
pocket turn-bac- k
War-servic-

e

stock collar.

.
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"Aaertca Catctri
and tfiarjort ot aasJttxcSlca rsa.
it cssat'stty euar
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Et
undo

tea.
day the great prindplea tor
are fighting take fresh bold
upon our thought and purpose and
, make It clearer what tha tod moat bo
sad wtet wo muat do to achieve It
Wo' low know mora certain!
than
wo otor knew before why tree men
brought the great nation and govern'
meat we love Into existence, became
It grewe dearer and clearer what su
preme service It ti to be America
privilege to render to the world.. The
anniversary et the discovery of America muat therefore have for us in this
fateful, year a peculiar and thrilling
significance. We ahould make it a day
ot anient rededlcatlon to the Ideals
upon which our government la founded
and bjr which our present heroic ouu
are Umpired.
Mow, therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson,
President of the United State
America, do appoint Saturday, the 12th
day of October, 1918, a Liberty day.
On that day I request the dttsena of
every community of the United State,
city, town and countryside, to celebrate the discovery of our country In
order to stimulate a generous response
to the Fourth Liberty Loan. Commem-
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Sam art these words:
impossible for America to train tad
fit out In time for the European war a

suitable and snnidtntly large army
POILLUI tMASH FIIRCI RIllsT
provide It with tbo necessary
ANCI AND FIGHT WAY INTO
The catchllne of this
Co
-7
ecttoa of the poster la Cassia's army
:
V
T. QUINTIN.
of millions could not down Germany,"
and on the skirt ef tha Russian sol.
dler'a overcoat are printed these
words; "BuesU used op altogether
Vvlll OBJECTIVES
nrteen million man la vainf
Oa the apposite tide of the poster Is
Ctatte Oompotmd for tonal trottUaaand a
mis catcniine: "England's sea power
tiaoamant IfaltaDronown and wtavarj weak,
and England's merchant marine have RITIIH AND ICLQIAN8 DRIVB
I had ban treated by a physlelaa wlttirat ntolta.
not .decided the war I" Below , tats
TOWARD
WIOQB
Molded to give Lydla E. Flskham'g Vafttabla Compound
lino appears a huge figure Intended to
AS! ON NORTH IA.
trial, and fait better right away. Z am kMpinf bousa
represent the English snipping zadllatnea lart April and doing a3 mj hooMworir, waara bsfaia
ties t the outbreak of the war, watch
X was usable to do any work. Lydia X. Ftnkham's Vega,
bears these words! "England went
rMtn Kmp Union Mews Borvtea.
labia Oompound li certainly tha but inedMnaawoiaMcan
Into the war with twenty million groat
With the American Army on tha
take when In this condition. X give yon permisalos to publish
registered tons of freight space."
Quentln Front Oct I. Some hun
tbigtottar.'wicia.x,
b, CxuxLura, B.Ko.1, Hallam, Fa.
Alongside this figure of a ship la
dreds of Americans In a certain tar
MI sufltrad from cramps and dragging
XVowell, Iflclu
drawing designed to show Uncle 8am advanced position between Cambral
carrying the United States tonnage un and St Quentln, which they reached
down paina, was irregular and had female weakneas and
der his left ana. The caption above lata
were holding out val
dliplaoement X began to taks Lydla E. Pinkham'i Vege
Sunday,
Uncle Sam reads: "Can America
table Oompound which gave ma relief at one and raftered
enemy numiantly
against
superior
place England oa sear On tha ship bers, according to lateat reports
my health. I ahould like to recommend Lydla E. Pinkham'i
which Undo 8am carries it printed which were received
tamedttt to all taflerlng women who an troubled In a dmL
The
Tuesday.
thla Inscription: "Three million gross Australians made heroic
Jar way ."-Bltsi TJxtv, KXo. B, Boi63.Lowell.Mloh.
attempts to
registry tons" and below that la an assist them, and so far as oan be
other Inscription which says: "At the learned are still
keeping up these eforative addresses, pageants, harvest beginning of the war America had on forts, the result ot which Is. not
home festivals, or other demonstra- ly a tonnage of three million gross reg known. v Furious fighting continues
tions should be arranged for In every istered tons." Commenting on these here.
neighborhood under the general direc- statements, the poster further declares
French, British, American and Bel
tion of the secretary ot the treasury "America cannot increase her gross gian troops continue their smashea
and the Immediate direction of the registered tons for 1918 by more than against the German defenses, further
two to two and a half million tons.
(OOI-SFOUKJLiberty Loan committee, In
E)
Increasing tha peril to the German
Our
sink twice aa quickly as armies
the
with
United
of
States
bureau
from Verdun to the North sea.
tjon
ascaaon ana tne puouc school an England and America can build I"
OTDIA K.PMKHAM MfDICINg CO. UmiLMASSi
The answer of the publidty bureau The Important bastions of Lille, Camthorltles. Let the people's response to
to the two sections of the poster refer- bral, St Quentln and Laon more and
the Fourth Liberty Loan express the
mora are becoming ot less use to the
measure of their devotion to the ideals ring to the transportation of men and Germans.
An Irish Courtship.
which have guided the country from the building of ships foUows: "At the
An Irish sheriff got a writ to serve
Cambral waa burning Tuesday, hav
moment the bulletin boards of GerIts discovery until now, and of their
ing been set on tire by the Germans en young widow and, on coming Into
scoffed the possibility of Amerdetermined purpose to defend them many
ica sending a force to France, there while Field Marshal Halgs forces her presence said: "Madam. I have
and guarantee their triumph.
were entering Its suburbs on the north. an attachment for yon."
For the purpose of participating In were already more than a million fight- west and southwest. 'Around St
"My dear sir," she said blushing,
men overseas, and transports,
ing
Liberty day celebrations all, employees walled about
the British were extending "your attachment la reciprocated.''
Quentln
deAmerican
the
navy
by
ef the federal government throughout
"You don't understand me, you must
the cowardly submarines, ware their Iron ring. Between St Quentln
CTTErw
the country whose services can be fying
and Cambral the British are crossing proceed to court," said the sheriff.
month hundreds
of
every
bearing
pared may be excused on Saturday, thousands more. The
"Well, I know 'tis leap year, but
Is set and the Soheldt canal at several points,
gauge
the Uth day of October, for the entire the summer
of 1919 will see 4,000,000 having taken Vendhuile, on the canal prefer to let you do the courting your
day.
men in France. Nor west of Le Catelet and midway be- self. Men are much better at that
In witness whereof, I have hereunto fighting American
tween Cambral and
will there be a lack of ships to trans8t Quentln. ' than women."
set my hand and caused the seal of
"Madam, this Is no time for fooling.
them. The Liberty Northeast of St. Quentln the British
and
sustain
port
the United States to be affixed.
Bond buyer Is fast giving' to America have taken Levarglea, east of a point The Justice Is waiting."
Done in the District of Columbia a
rne justice waiting? WeU, I sup
merchant marine that will be the running north and south through St,
thla 19th day of September in the year
pose I must go, but the thing Is sudworld. America Quentln.
In
of
the
peer
any
many cdorUse face tmt
of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hun- launched In
The wedge driven In between the den, and besides I'd prefer a priest to
July alone 639,011 tons.
dred and Eighteen, and of the Inde- Losses to allied
"f
and neutral shipping fortress of Lille and the German sub- do It I" Exchange,
pendence of the United States of combined, from every cause, for the marine bases, on the Belgian coast
America the One Hundred and Forty-thir- last
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The Government is urging a careful each
expenditure by the people.
Wilson Hot Blast Heaters
Conserve your coal and
get more heat by using a
Wilson Hot Blast heater.
We have all sizes.

BAIN WAGONS

J. H. McAdams, Gallup, N.

M.,

Agent

the people pay cash they will naturely spend less. The Food
IfA3ministration is also urging all retailers of food stuffs to go
to"a cash basis. This system will enable the dealers, wholeIt will bring
sale, jobber and retail to all go to a cash basis.
about more careful buying and a greater saving. There must be
between the consumer and the man who supplies
a
for them to go to a cash basis. The merchant
the trade,
when a cashjbasis is reached, will be able to give more goods for
the same money as he will not have to add a per cent to coyer ;
the expensejocarrying accounts. Our line of groceries is strictbut
ly highjclass and.we are making you a good fair price now;
when the cashsys.tem comes into general use we can greatly re-
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Send vour laundrv work to the CARBON CITY LAUNDRY. No better work can
e
ictit wie i
be done by any laundry anywnere. ine neip is eiuciem
fabrics
receive
delicate
more
The
not to injure clothing sent in for washing
skilled
of
hands
operatives who attend to this class of work
special attention at the
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Ambulance Service
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is located
You will find that it is to your advantage to patronize the laundry that
No. 11 and your work
in Gallup. When you wantundry work done telephone
will be called for immediately. Deliveries are promptly made.

Carbon City Laundry

Town Calls $5.00
L. Stewart

I

Mrs. Caroline Lee,

J

proprietor
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The local Democrats are real
Marty
peeved because they are opposed town.
this fall by a solidly united Re- -

,

V.

mutto has purchased the O.
residence, in the south 'jiartAif

VVar iMlxii

Mrs. O. A Sheffiftld of Zirni was in
the city this week vixit.ing her little
daughter, who is a pupil t the Bavred
Henrt Se.hool,

0,onimHt,e is

pving
llie
ticipated a split, but the split a reception this afternoon to the womfK
loud
did not happen, hence the
of MeKinley County t.t,the City club.
Mothers of boys in the army and war
squeels of the disappointed
'
wives will be tbe guests of honor.
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Hatha nnol weather is cominfiT on and heavy blankets
are in use this laundry is prepared to thoroughly wash
blankets.
andiron the heaviest woollen and cotton
:
Send yourftiahkets to this lauhdrv'for washing now.
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the Germans.
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of the best shows frat'on sit tbn
Rei theatre in some time wan " Old
Wives for New," David Graham Phillips' famoue novel. It an well sr.reentxl
and ereated vawh favorable eomment.
"To Hell With the Kaiwir" drew a big
crowd Wednesday night and aroused an
intense feeling of bitterness against
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YOUR HELP COUNTS
There is no better or afer ihvestmerit on earth than
a Liberty Bond
guaranteed by U. S. Government
'
' ,
Interest.
and pays 4
Your help countr
buy a Bond today of the Fourth

Captain George H. Juillard of
the 48th Inf. of French army,
has written to friends that in
Liberty Loan.
Julv he foueht for several days
side by side with the American
troops. He said "The Americ
ans are splendid soldiers. They to
:
are equal to the French trocps Ik)
.
when it comes to withstanding
.
ORGANIZED ISO
the" 'Bhock vof: 'attack. It is ij
pleasure to tight at the, side" of
5
such gallant men". Reacted as
interpreter for a few day tor T. E. tnroy nas raoeirW a loner aa
For Sale- - Ford touring car.
the American troops. Cptain aouaeinj taat nil ion, Lwnt. Puriy,
Llaat. squire of P, V. Eitter.
to BoriaiM.
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Gallup, KM.
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